
More than words

Why choose 
Longman 
dictionaries?
Easy to use  and understand 

Our learner dictionaries use commonly  
used words to make understanding easy, 
whatever your level.

Improve  communication skills 

Our learner dictionaries help you learn  
vocabulary and understand words  in context.

Develop natural  English

Our learner dictionaries use definitions  
and include whole, authentic sentences  
to help you develop natural English.
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Definitions
Definitions are written using only 2,000 
commons words, so they are easy to 
understand, whatever your level.  
The most common meanings come  
first, so it is quicker to find the  
meaning you are looking for.

Academic  Word List
Words from the Academic Word List  
are highlighted to help you focus on 
learning academic vocabulary, so you  
can understand academic texts better.

Example sentences
Corpus-based examples show  
authentic English, and how words  
are used in context, to help you  
develop natural English.

Collocations
Improve your fluency with the highlighted 
common word combinations and express 
yourself naturally.

Thesaurus
Synonyms have definitions and  
example sentences, helping you  
expand your vocabulary

Grammar
Key grammar explanations help you  
write and speak correctly.

What makes Longman 
dictionaries better?
Why invest in a Longman dictionary?

Longman 
Communication
•  Research shows you need to know roughly 9000 word families to 

understand a wide variety of authentic texts. Based on the latest 
research, Longman have now created a list of the 9000 most 
frequent words in English – the Longman Communication 9000. 

•  The Longman Communication 9000 has been developed from 
the Longman Communication, which features the 3000 highest 
frequency words and is still used in some of our dictionaries. 

•  The Longman 9000 represents the core of the English language. 
It shows you which words are the most important to learn for 
effective communication.

pearsonELT.com/longmandictionaries
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Look inside 
See how Longman Dictionaries are constructed to help teachers 
and learners understand and develop their level of English.  
On the opposite page is an example from the new, 6th edition  
of the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English.

Example signposts

Frequency 

The most important 9000 
words to learn in English 
are highlighted in red.              
indicates the top 3000 words;
;           indicates the next 
most important words;            
indicates the less frequent yet 
important next 3000 words.

Spoken English 

S1, S2 and S3 means that the 
word is one of the 1000, 2000 
or 3000 most common words 
in spoken English. 

S1 S2 S3

Academic Word List 

This label indicates that 
a word is included in the 
Academic Word List. These are 
important words to know if 
you are studying or are writing 
academic assignments.

Part of speech 

Words that have the same 
spelling, but have different 
parts, are listed separately  
and given different numbers. 
This is highlighted in the yellow 
circle above. 

Written English 

W1, W2 and W3 means  
that the word is one of the 
most common words in  
written English.

W1 W2 W3

AWL

Pronunciation 

Pronunciation is shown using 
the International Phonetic 
Alphabet (IPA).  
If the British and American 
pronunciations are different, 
the British pronunciation is 
shown first and the American 
pronunciation has a dollar sign 
in front of it. 

evËiËdence1 /ˈevɪdəns/ S2 W1 AWL n
1 [U] facts or signs that show clearly that something
exists or is true: [+of] At present we have no evidence of life
on other planets. | [+for] There is no evidence for these
claims. | evidence that Do you have evidence that this treat-
ment works? THESAURUSc SIGN
2 [U] information that is given in a court of law in order to
prove that someone is guilty or not guilty: Murrow’s
evidence was enough to convict Hayes of murder. | He
refused to give evidence at the trial. | [+against] There was
very little evidence against the two men. | in evidence The
documents may be used in evidence at the trial.
3 be in evidence formal to be present and easily seen or
noticed: The police are always in evidence at football
matches. ➝ KING'S EVIDENCE, QUEEN'S EVIDENCE, STATE'S
EVIDENCE

GRAMMAR: Countable or uncountable?
+ Evidence is an uncountable noun and is not used in
the plural. You say: The judge listened to all the
evidence. ✗ Don’t say: The judge listened to all the
evidences.
+ Evidence is always followed by a singular verb: The
evidence is very clear.
+ When talking about one fact or sign, you say a
piece of evidence: The police found a vital piece of
evidence.

COLLOCATIONS – MEANINGS 1 & 2
VERBS
have evidence Do the police have any evidence against
him?
find evidence (also obtain evidence formal) The
authorities failed to obtain enough evidence to convict
him.
gather/collect evidence Police experts are still
collecting evidence at the scene of the crime.
look for/search for evidence The investigation will
look for evidence of financial mismanagement.
hide evidence The killer may have tried to burn the
bodies in an attempt to hide the evidence.
plant evidence (=deliberately put evidence
somewhere to make someone look guilty) He claims
the evidence was planted there by the police.
produce evidence (=find evidence and prepare it for
a court case) The case was adjourned to allow the
police time to produce further evidence.
give evidence (=tell a court about what you have
seen or know to be true) Ms White has agreed to give
evidence at their trial.
consider/examine/study the evidence Having
considered all the evidence, the court found him not
guilty.

ADJECTIVES
good/clear/strong evidence There is clear evidence
that smoking causes heart disease.
hard evidence (=very clear evidence which proves
that something is true) They have no hard evidence to
support their claim.
fresh evidence (=new evidence) The police say they
may have found fresh evidence which proves Tilly was
at the scene of the crime.
medical/scientific evidence There isn’t any medical
evidence to support the claim.
reliable/credible (=which people can trust or
believe) Do you think their evidence is reliable?
flimsy (=not good enough to make you believe
something) Their conclusions are drawn from some
very flimsy evidence.
convincing/compelling (=making you feel sure that
something is true) The data provides compelling
evidence that the climate is changing.
overwhelming (=when there is so much evidence
that you are sure that something is true) The
evidence against him was overwhelming.

conclusive/incontrovertible/irrefutable evidence
(=very strong evidence which cannot be disproved) |
conflicting evidence (=pieces of evidence that
support different conclusions) | circumstantial
evidence (=evidence which makes something seem
likely, but does not prove it) | anecdotal evidence
(=based on what people believe, rather than on
facts) | empirical evidence (=based on scientific
testing or practical experience)

PHRASES
a piece of evidence The study produced one
interesting piece of evidence.
not a scrap/shred of evidence (=no evidence at all)
There is not one scrap of evidence against our client.

COMMON ERRORS
_! Don’t say ‘true evidence’. Say reliable evidence.

evidence2 v [T] formal to show that something exists
or is true: as (is) evidenced by The volcano is still active, as
evidenced by the recent eruption.
evËiËdent /ˈevɪdənt/ AWL adj easy to see, notice,
or understand SYN obvious, clear: evident that It was evi-
dent that she was unhappy. | It soon became evident that she
was seriously ill. | It was clearly evident that the company
was in financial difficulties. | [+to] It was evident to me that
he was not telling the truth. | [+in] The growing popularity of
the subject is evident in the numbers of students wanting to
study it. | Bob ate his lunch with evident enjoyment.
➝ SELF-EVIDENT

ev·i·den·tial /ˌevɪˈdenʃəlb/ AWL adj able to be used as
evidence, or relating to evidence: All jury members should
have a copy of the evidential data. —evidentially adv
evËiËdentËly /ˈevədəntli $ -dənt-, -dent-/ AWL
adv
1 used to say that something is true because you can see
that it is true SYN clearly: She was evidently a heavy
smoker. | He was evidently in pain. | She was evidently upset
by what she saw. | [sentence adverb] Evidently, the builders
had finished and gone home early.
2 used to say that you have been told that something is
true SYN apparently: He was evidently a rude, unpleasant
child. | [sentence adverb] Evidently, the local authority are
planning to close the school.
eËvil1 /ˈiːvəl/ S3 W3 adj
1 BAD someone who is evil deliberately does very cruel
things to harm other people: an evil dictator responsible for
the deaths of millions | his evil deeds
2 WRONG something that is evil is morally wrong because
it harms people SYN wicked: They condemned slavery as
evil.
3 UNPLEASANT very unpleasant: an evil smell | a puddle of
evil black liquid
4 DEVIL connected with the Devil and having special
powers to harm people: evil spirits | an evil spell
5 the evil eye the power, which some people believe exists,
to harm people by looking at them: He claimed to have the
power of the evil eye.
6 the evil hour/day etc a time when you expect something
unpleasant or difficult to happen: Don’t delay, you’re only
putting off the evil hour.—evilly adv: Jeff grinned evilly as he
picked up the phone.
evil2 n
1 [C] something that is very bad or harmful: She wanted to
protect her children from the evils of the outside world. |
Poverty is one of the greatest social evils of our time. | the
evils of capitalism
2 [U] cruel or morally bad behaviour in general OPP good:
There is too much evil in the world. | the eternal struggle
between good and evil ➝ the lesser of two evils at LESSER(2),
➝ necessary evil at NECESSARY1(3)
ˈevil-ˌdoer n [C] old-fashioned someone who commits
crimes or does evil things
ˌevil-ˈminded adj immoral and cruel, and likely to cause
a lot of harm or damage: an evil-minded dictator

evidence 610 S1 S2 S3 = the most frequent words in spoken English
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1 [U] facts or signs that show clearly that something
exists or is true: [+of] At present we have no evidence of life
on other planets. | [+for] There is no evidence for these
claims. | evidence that Do you have evidence that this treat-
ment works? THESAURUSc SIGN
2 [U] information that is given in a court of law in order to
prove that someone is guilty or not guilty: Murrow’s
evidence was enough to convict Hayes of murder. | He
refused to give evidence at the trial. | [+against] There was
very little evidence against the two men. | in evidence The
documents may be used in evidence at the trial.
3 be in evidence formal to be present and easily seen or
noticed: The police are always in evidence at football
matches. ➝ KING'S EVIDENCE, QUEEN'S EVIDENCE, STATE'S
EVIDENCE

GRAMMAR: Countable or uncountable?
+ Evidence is an uncountable noun and is not used in
the plural. You say: The judge listened to all the
evidence. ✗ Don’t say: The judge listened to all the
evidences.
+ Evidence is always followed by a singular verb: The
evidence is very clear.
+ When talking about one fact or sign, you say a
piece of evidence: The police found a vital piece of
evidence.

COLLOCATIONS – MEANINGS 1 & 2
VERBS
have evidence Do the police have any evidence against
him?
find evidence (also obtain evidence formal) The
authorities failed to obtain enough evidence to convict
him.
gather/collect evidence Police experts are still
collecting evidence at the scene of the crime.
look for/search for evidence The investigation will
look for evidence of financial mismanagement.
hide evidence The killer may have tried to burn the
bodies in an attempt to hide the evidence.
plant evidence (=deliberately put evidence
somewhere to make someone look guilty) He claims
the evidence was planted there by the police.
produce evidence (=find evidence and prepare it for
a court case) The case was adjourned to allow the
police time to produce further evidence.
give evidence (=tell a court about what you have
seen or know to be true) Ms White has agreed to give
evidence at their trial.
consider/examine/study the evidence Having
considered all the evidence, the court found him not
guilty.

ADJECTIVES
good/clear/strong evidence There is clear evidence
that smoking causes heart disease.
hard evidence (=very clear evidence which proves
that something is true) They have no hard evidence to
support their claim.
fresh evidence (=new evidence) The police say they
may have found fresh evidence which proves Tilly was
at the scene of the crime.
medical/scientific evidence There isn’t any medical
evidence to support the claim.
reliable/credible (=which people can trust or
believe) Do you think their evidence is reliable?
flimsy (=not good enough to make you believe
something) Their conclusions are drawn from some
very flimsy evidence.
convincing/compelling (=making you feel sure that
something is true) The data provides compelling
evidence that the climate is changing.
overwhelming (=when there is so much evidence
that you are sure that something is true) The
evidence against him was overwhelming.

conclusive/incontrovertible/irrefutable evidence
(=very strong evidence which cannot be disproved) |
conflicting evidence (=pieces of evidence that
support different conclusions) | circumstantial
evidence (=evidence which makes something seem
likely, but does not prove it) | anecdotal evidence
(=based on what people believe, rather than on
facts) | empirical evidence (=based on scientific
testing or practical experience)

PHRASES
a piece of evidence The study produced one
interesting piece of evidence.
not a scrap/shred of evidence (=no evidence at all)
There is not one scrap of evidence against our client.

COMMON ERRORS
_! Don’t say ‘true evidence’. Say reliable evidence.

evidence2 v [T] formal to show that something exists
or is true: as (is) evidenced by The volcano is still active, as
evidenced by the recent eruption.
evËiËdent /ˈevɪdənt/ AWL adj easy to see, notice,
or understand SYN obvious, clear: evident that It was evi-
dent that she was unhappy. | It soon became evident that she
was seriously ill. | It was clearly evident that the company
was in financial difficulties. | [+to] It was evident to me that
he was not telling the truth. | [+in] The growing popularity of
the subject is evident in the numbers of students wanting to
study it. | Bob ate his lunch with evident enjoyment.
➝ SELF-EVIDENT

ev·i·den·tial /ˌevɪˈdenʃəlb/ AWL adj able to be used as
evidence, or relating to evidence: All jury members should
have a copy of the evidential data. —evidentially adv
evËiËdentËly /ˈevədəntli $ -dənt-, -dent-/ AWL
adv
1 used to say that something is true because you can see
that it is true SYN clearly: She was evidently a heavy
smoker. | He was evidently in pain. | She was evidently upset
by what she saw. | [sentence adverb] Evidently, the builders
had finished and gone home early.
2 used to say that you have been told that something is
true SYN apparently: He was evidently a rude, unpleasant
child. | [sentence adverb] Evidently, the local authority are
planning to close the school.
eËvil1 /ˈiːvəl/ S3 W3 adj
1 BAD someone who is evil deliberately does very cruel
things to harm other people: an evil dictator responsible for
the deaths of millions | his evil deeds
2 WRONG something that is evil is morally wrong because
it harms people SYN wicked: They condemned slavery as
evil.
3 UNPLEASANT very unpleasant: an evil smell | a puddle of
evil black liquid
4 DEVIL connected with the Devil and having special
powers to harm people: evil spirits | an evil spell
5 the evil eye the power, which some people believe exists,
to harm people by looking at them: He claimed to have the
power of the evil eye.
6 the evil hour/day etc a time when you expect something
unpleasant or difficult to happen: Don’t delay, you’re only
putting off the evil hour.—evilly adv: Jeff grinned evilly as he
picked up the phone.
evil2 n
1 [C] something that is very bad or harmful: She wanted to
protect her children from the evils of the outside world. |
Poverty is one of the greatest social evils of our time. | the
evils of capitalism
2 [U] cruel or morally bad behaviour in general OPP good:
There is too much evil in the world. | the eternal struggle
between good and evil ➝ the lesser of two evils at LESSER(2),
➝ necessary evil at NECESSARY1(3)
ˈevil-ˌdoer n [C] old-fashioned someone who commits
crimes or does evil things
ˌevil-ˈminded adj immoral and cruel, and likely to cause
a lot of harm or damage: an evil-minded dictator

evidence 610 S1 S2 S3 = the most frequent words in spoken English
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evËiËdence1 /ˈevɪdəns/ S2 W1 AWL n
1 [U] facts or signs that show clearly that something
exists or is true: [+of] At present we have no evidence of life
on other planets. | [+for] There is no evidence for these
claims. | evidence that Do you have evidence that this treat-
ment works? THESAURUSc SIGN
2 [U] information that is given in a court of law in order to
prove that someone is guilty or not guilty: Murrow’s
evidence was enough to convict Hayes of murder. | He
refused to give evidence at the trial. | [+against] There was
very little evidence against the two men. | in evidence The
documents may be used in evidence at the trial.
3 be in evidence formal to be present and easily seen or
noticed: The police are always in evidence at football
matches. ➝ KING'S EVIDENCE, QUEEN'S EVIDENCE, STATE'S
EVIDENCE

GRAMMAR: Countable or uncountable?
+ Evidence is an uncountable noun and is not used in
the plural. You say: The judge listened to all the
evidence. ✗ Don’t say: The judge listened to all the
evidences.
+ Evidence is always followed by a singular verb: The
evidence is very clear.
+ When talking about one fact or sign, you say a
piece of evidence: The police found a vital piece of
evidence.

COLLOCATIONS – MEANINGS 1 & 2
VERBS
have evidence Do the police have any evidence against
him?
find evidence (also obtain evidence formal) The
authorities failed to obtain enough evidence to convict
him.
gather/collect evidence Police experts are still
collecting evidence at the scene of the crime.
look for/search for evidence The investigation will
look for evidence of financial mismanagement.
hide evidence The killer may have tried to burn the
bodies in an attempt to hide the evidence.
plant evidence (=deliberately put evidence
somewhere to make someone look guilty) He claims
the evidence was planted there by the police.
produce evidence (=find evidence and prepare it for
a court case) The case was adjourned to allow the
police time to produce further evidence.
give evidence (=tell a court about what you have
seen or know to be true) Ms White has agreed to give
evidence at their trial.
consider/examine/study the evidence Having
considered all the evidence, the court found him not
guilty.

ADJECTIVES
good/clear/strong evidence There is clear evidence
that smoking causes heart disease.
hard evidence (=very clear evidence which proves
that something is true) They have no hard evidence to
support their claim.
fresh evidence (=new evidence) The police say they
may have found fresh evidence which proves Tilly was
at the scene of the crime.
medical/scientific evidence There isn’t any medical
evidence to support the claim.
reliable/credible (=which people can trust or
believe) Do you think their evidence is reliable?
flimsy (=not good enough to make you believe
something) Their conclusions are drawn from some
very flimsy evidence.
convincing/compelling (=making you feel sure that
something is true) The data provides compelling
evidence that the climate is changing.
overwhelming (=when there is so much evidence
that you are sure that something is true) The
evidence against him was overwhelming.

conclusive/incontrovertible/irrefutable evidence
(=very strong evidence which cannot be disproved) |
conflicting evidence (=pieces of evidence that
support different conclusions) | circumstantial
evidence (=evidence which makes something seem
likely, but does not prove it) | anecdotal evidence
(=based on what people believe, rather than on
facts) | empirical evidence (=based on scientific
testing or practical experience)

PHRASES
a piece of evidence The study produced one
interesting piece of evidence.
not a scrap/shred of evidence (=no evidence at all)
There is not one scrap of evidence against our client.

COMMON ERRORS
_! Don’t say ‘true evidence’. Say reliable evidence.

evidence2 v [T] formal to show that something exists
or is true: as (is) evidenced by The volcano is still active, as
evidenced by the recent eruption.
evËiËdent /ˈevɪdənt/ AWL adj easy to see, notice,
or understand SYN obvious, clear: evident that It was evi-
dent that she was unhappy. | It soon became evident that she
was seriously ill. | It was clearly evident that the company
was in financial difficulties. | [+to] It was evident to me that
he was not telling the truth. | [+in] The growing popularity of
the subject is evident in the numbers of students wanting to
study it. | Bob ate his lunch with evident enjoyment.
➝ SELF-EVIDENT

ev·i·den·tial /ˌevɪˈdenʃəlb/ AWL adj able to be used as
evidence, or relating to evidence: All jury members should
have a copy of the evidential data. —evidentially adv
evËiËdentËly /ˈevədəntli $ -dənt-, -dent-/ AWL
adv
1 used to say that something is true because you can see
that it is true SYN clearly: She was evidently a heavy
smoker. | He was evidently in pain. | She was evidently upset
by what she saw. | [sentence adverb] Evidently, the builders
had finished and gone home early.
2 used to say that you have been told that something is
true SYN apparently: He was evidently a rude, unpleasant
child. | [sentence adverb] Evidently, the local authority are
planning to close the school.
eËvil1 /ˈiːvəl/ S3 W3 adj
1 BAD someone who is evil deliberately does very cruel
things to harm other people: an evil dictator responsible for
the deaths of millions | his evil deeds
2 WRONG something that is evil is morally wrong because
it harms people SYN wicked: They condemned slavery as
evil.
3 UNPLEASANT very unpleasant: an evil smell | a puddle of
evil black liquid
4 DEVIL connected with the Devil and having special
powers to harm people: evil spirits | an evil spell
5 the evil eye the power, which some people believe exists,
to harm people by looking at them: He claimed to have the
power of the evil eye.
6 the evil hour/day etc a time when you expect something
unpleasant or difficult to happen: Don’t delay, you’re only
putting off the evil hour.—evilly adv: Jeff grinned evilly as he
picked up the phone.
evil2 n
1 [C] something that is very bad or harmful: She wanted to
protect her children from the evils of the outside world. |
Poverty is one of the greatest social evils of our time. | the
evils of capitalism
2 [U] cruel or morally bad behaviour in general OPP good:
There is too much evil in the world. | the eternal struggle
between good and evil ➝ the lesser of two evils at LESSER(2),
➝ necessary evil at NECESSARY1(3)
ˈevil-ˌdoer n [C] old-fashioned someone who commits
crimes or does evil things
ˌevil-ˈminded adj immoral and cruel, and likely to cause
a lot of harm or damage: an evil-minded dictator

evidence 610 S1 S2 S3 = the most frequent words in spoken English
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evËiËdence1 /ˈevɪdəns/ S2 W1 AWL n
1 [U] facts or signs that show clearly that something
exists or is true: [+of] At present we have no evidence of life
on other planets. | [+for] There is no evidence for these
claims. | evidence that Do you have evidence that this treat-
ment works? THESAURUSc SIGN
2 [U] information that is given in a court of law in order to
prove that someone is guilty or not guilty: Murrow’s
evidence was enough to convict Hayes of murder. | He
refused to give evidence at the trial. | [+against] There was
very little evidence against the two men. | in evidence The
documents may be used in evidence at the trial.
3 be in evidence formal to be present and easily seen or
noticed: The police are always in evidence at football
matches. ➝ KING'S EVIDENCE, QUEEN'S EVIDENCE, STATE'S
EVIDENCE

GRAMMAR: Countable or uncountable?
+ Evidence is an uncountable noun and is not used in
the plural. You say: The judge listened to all the
evidence. ✗ Don’t say: The judge listened to all the
evidences.
+ Evidence is always followed by a singular verb: The
evidence is very clear.
+ When talking about one fact or sign, you say a
piece of evidence: The police found a vital piece of
evidence.

COLLOCATIONS – MEANINGS 1 & 2
VERBS
have evidence Do the police have any evidence against
him?
find evidence (also obtain evidence formal) The
authorities failed to obtain enough evidence to convict
him.
gather/collect evidence Police experts are still
collecting evidence at the scene of the crime.
look for/search for evidence The investigation will
look for evidence of financial mismanagement.
hide evidence The killer may have tried to burn the
bodies in an attempt to hide the evidence.
plant evidence (=deliberately put evidence
somewhere to make someone look guilty) He claims
the evidence was planted there by the police.
produce evidence (=find evidence and prepare it for
a court case) The case was adjourned to allow the
police time to produce further evidence.
give evidence (=tell a court about what you have
seen or know to be true) Ms White has agreed to give
evidence at their trial.
consider/examine/study the evidence Having
considered all the evidence, the court found him not
guilty.

ADJECTIVES
good/clear/strong evidence There is clear evidence
that smoking causes heart disease.
hard evidence (=very clear evidence which proves
that something is true) They have no hard evidence to
support their claim.
fresh evidence (=new evidence) The police say they
may have found fresh evidence which proves Tilly was
at the scene of the crime.
medical/scientific evidence There isn’t any medical
evidence to support the claim.
reliable/credible (=which people can trust or
believe) Do you think their evidence is reliable?
flimsy (=not good enough to make you believe
something) Their conclusions are drawn from some
very flimsy evidence.
convincing/compelling (=making you feel sure that
something is true) The data provides compelling
evidence that the climate is changing.
overwhelming (=when there is so much evidence
that you are sure that something is true) The
evidence against him was overwhelming.

conclusive/incontrovertible/irrefutable evidence
(=very strong evidence which cannot be disproved) |
conflicting evidence (=pieces of evidence that
support different conclusions) | circumstantial
evidence (=evidence which makes something seem
likely, but does not prove it) | anecdotal evidence
(=based on what people believe, rather than on
facts) | empirical evidence (=based on scientific
testing or practical experience)

PHRASES
a piece of evidence The study produced one
interesting piece of evidence.
not a scrap/shred of evidence (=no evidence at all)
There is not one scrap of evidence against our client.

COMMON ERRORS
_! Don’t say ‘true evidence’. Say reliable evidence.

evidence2 v [T] formal to show that something exists
or is true: as (is) evidenced by The volcano is still active, as
evidenced by the recent eruption.
evËiËdent /ˈevɪdənt/ AWL adj easy to see, notice,
or understand SYN obvious, clear: evident that It was evi-
dent that she was unhappy. | It soon became evident that she
was seriously ill. | It was clearly evident that the company
was in financial difficulties. | [+to] It was evident to me that
he was not telling the truth. | [+in] The growing popularity of
the subject is evident in the numbers of students wanting to
study it. | Bob ate his lunch with evident enjoyment.
➝ SELF-EVIDENT

ev·i·den·tial /ˌevɪˈdenʃəlb/ AWL adj able to be used as
evidence, or relating to evidence: All jury members should
have a copy of the evidential data. —evidentially adv
evËiËdentËly /ˈevədəntli $ -dənt-, -dent-/ AWL
adv
1 used to say that something is true because you can see
that it is true SYN clearly: She was evidently a heavy
smoker. | He was evidently in pain. | She was evidently upset
by what she saw. | [sentence adverb] Evidently, the builders
had finished and gone home early.
2 used to say that you have been told that something is
true SYN apparently: He was evidently a rude, unpleasant
child. | [sentence adverb] Evidently, the local authority are
planning to close the school.
eËvil1 /ˈiːvəl/ S3 W3 adj
1 BAD someone who is evil deliberately does very cruel
things to harm other people: an evil dictator responsible for
the deaths of millions | his evil deeds
2 WRONG something that is evil is morally wrong because
it harms people SYN wicked: They condemned slavery as
evil.
3 UNPLEASANT very unpleasant: an evil smell | a puddle of
evil black liquid
4 DEVIL connected with the Devil and having special
powers to harm people: evil spirits | an evil spell
5 the evil eye the power, which some people believe exists,
to harm people by looking at them: He claimed to have the
power of the evil eye.
6 the evil hour/day etc a time when you expect something
unpleasant or difficult to happen: Don’t delay, you’re only
putting off the evil hour.—evilly adv: Jeff grinned evilly as he
picked up the phone.
evil2 n
1 [C] something that is very bad or harmful: She wanted to
protect her children from the evils of the outside world. |
Poverty is one of the greatest social evils of our time. | the
evils of capitalism
2 [U] cruel or morally bad behaviour in general OPP good:
There is too much evil in the world. | the eternal struggle
between good and evil ➝ the lesser of two evils at LESSER(2),
➝ necessary evil at NECESSARY1(3)
ˈevil-ˌdoer n [C] old-fashioned someone who commits
crimes or does evil things
ˌevil-ˈminded adj immoral and cruel, and likely to cause
a lot of harm or damage: an evil-minded dictator

evidence 610 S1 S2 S3 = the most frequent words in spoken English
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General Dictionaries and Thesauruses

KEY

Bgn = Beginner  
Elm = Elementary  
LInt = Lower Intermediate 

LEVEL

Int = Intermediate  
UInt = Upper Intermediate  
Adv = Advanced

AmE = American English
BrE = British English 

LANGUAGE

Specialised Dictionaries
Page No Bgn Elm LInt Int UInt Adv AmE BrE

Longman Active  
Study Dictionary

114

Longman Advanced  
American Dictionary

114

Longman Collocations  
Dictionary and Thesaurus

115

Longman Dictionary  
of American English

115

Longman Dictionary of 
Contemporary English

116

Longman Exams 
Dictionary

116

Longman Handy  
Learner’s Dictionary

117

Longman Handy  
Learner’s Dictionary  
of American English

117

Longman Language 
Activator

118

Longman Mini  
English Dictionary

118

Longman Study Dictionary  
of American English 119

Longman Thesaurus  
of American English 119

Longman Wordwise 
Dictionary

120

Page No Bgn Elm LInt Int UInt Adv AmE BrE

Longman American  
Idioms Dictionary 121

Longman Business  
English Dictionary 121

Longman Dictionary  
of Common Errors

122

Longman Dictionary of 
Language Teaching and 
Applied Linguistics

122

Longman Essential 
Activator

223

Longman Idioms 
Dictionary

123

Longman Phrasal  
Verbs Dictionary

124

Longman Pronunciation 
Dictionary

124
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KEY

Bgn = Beginner  
Elm = Elementary  
LInt = Lower Intermediate 

LEVEL

Int = Intermediate  
UInt = Upper Intermediate  
Adv = Advanced

AmE = American English
BrE = British English 

LANGUAGE

Dictionaries

Bilingual Dictionaries Children’s Dictionaries

Beginners’ Dictionaries

Page No Bgn Elm LInt Int UInt Adv AmE BrE

Longman Diccionario 
Escolar (Brazil) 125

Longman Diccionario Ingles 
Basico (Latin America)

125

Longman Diccionario Ingles 
Basico (Mexico)

126

Longman Diccionario 
Pocket (Latin America)

126

Longman Diccionario 
Pocket (Mexico) 

126

Longman Diccionario 
Pocket Plus (Spain)

127

Longman Dizionario 
Compatto (Italy) 

127

Longman Latin American 
Spanish Concise Bilingual 
Dictionary 

127

Longman Slownik 
Pordreczny (Poland) 

128

Longman Slownik 
Wspolczesny (Poland)

128

Longman Spanish Concise 
Bilingual Dictionary (Spain) 128

Page No Bgn Elm LInt Int UInt Adv AmE BrE

Longman Children’s  
Picture Dictionary 129

Longman Elementary 
Dictionary and 
Thesaurus

129

Longman Picture 
Dictionary

130

Longman Picture 
Dictionary of  
American English

130

Longman Young 
Children’s Picture 
Dictionary

131

Page No Bgn Elm LInt Int UInt Adv AmE BrE

Longman Basic  
English Dictionary 132

Longman Basic 
Dictionary of  
American English

132

Longman Photo 
Dictionary of  
American English

133

Longman Photo 
Dictionary of  
British English

133
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Longman Active Study Dictionary

100,000 Words, phrases and meanings 

A practical learner’s dictionary - small enough to carry around,  
big enough to include all the words students need to know. 

A must-have for all learners of English at intermediate level looking to 
increase their vocabulary (with the integrated thesaurus) and improve 
fluency (through knowledge of collocations). Build vocabulary further 
with the innovative Longman Vocabulary Trainer on the CD-ROM.  
Also available for iPhone and iPad. 

Print dictionary also includes online access.
Language
American English

British English
Paper 9781408218327 

Paper w/ CD-ROM 9781408232361 

Longman Advanced American Dictionary

185,000 words, phrases and meanings 

Now in its 3rd edition, this advanced learners dictionary gives  
students comprehensive information on a wide range of vocabulary, 
including words from the Academic Word List, instruction words and 
words for content areas such as Science and Social Studies.  
Users receive much more information on synonyms, collocations  
and help with writing than in any other dictionary at this level. 

A single purchase enables students to access vocabulary in print  
and online while providing vocabulary training to allow users to learn, 
revise and retain new vocabulary online.

www.longmandictionariesUSA.com

Language
American English

Paper & online access 9781447913139 

Single user 1 year online access 9781447913139 

Single user 4 years Online access 9781447913092

Longman Collocations Dictionary and Thesaurus

70,000 collocations help increase spoken and written fluency

This unique learning tool combines a collocations dictionary  
with a thesaurus ensuring learners choose the correct word and 
collocation every time. It also includes the Academic Collocations List - 
the most frequent 2,500 collocations used in academic English. 

You can access the full contents of this print dictionary online,  
including additional collocations, synonyms and interactive practice. 

www.longmandictionaries.com

Language
American English

Paper & online access 9781408252260

Cased & online access 9781408252253 

Longman Dictionary of American English

95,000 words, phrases and meanings

The latest edition of this best-selling dictionary helps intermediate 
students improve their writing with the new Collocations feature  
and offers extra support for those studying other subjects in English.

The integrated Thesaurus helps students build their vocabulary.  
The online version offers the entire content of the dictionary plus 
additional innovative functionality to facilitate customisable teaching 
and learning, and a wealth of customisable practice so that users  
focus on the words that they want to learn. Students preparing for  
SATs and TOEFL® can also practice their exam skills using the 
interactive exercises.

www.longmandictionariesUSA.com

Language
American English

Paper & online access 9781447948100 

Hardcover 9781447948025 

Single user 1 year online access 9781447948056

Single user 4 years Online access 9781447948063

KEY Print Online App
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Longman Handy Learner’s Dictionary

An easy-to-carry dictionary ideal for quick reference.

• Over 28,000 words and phrases

•  Clear definitions written using the 2,000 word  
Longman defining vocabulary

Language
British English

Paper 9780582364714 

Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English

230,000 Words, Phrases & Meanings for Advanced Learners. 

The sixth edition of this best-selling dictionary ensures students 
produce more accurate English both in writing and speaking. Now with 
expanded grammar information, students get extra help with grammar 
patterns and using the correct tenses. The integrated Collocations 
Dictionary shows learners which words to use together, while the 
integrated Thesaurus helps them to expand their vocabulary. Register 
Notes focus on the differences between spoken and written English.

The new online site offers the entire content of the dictionary plus 
additional innovative functionality to facilitate customisable teaching 
and learning, and a wealth of customisable practice so that users focus 
on the words that they want to learn. 

Also available for iPhone, iPad and Android.

www.longmandictionaries.com

Language
American English

British English

Paper 9781447954200 

Paper & online access 9781447954194 

 Cased & online access 9781447954095

Single user 1 year online access 9781447954156

Single user 4 years Online access 9781447954163

Longman Exams Dictionary

Helping students prepare for exams success. A must-have for all 
serious exam students with expert guidance on vocabulary building 
and writing skills, plus interactive practice for FCE, CAE, IELTS, TOEIC®, 
TOEFL® and general exams on the CD-ROM.

Language
American English

British English

Paper 9781405818605 

Paper w/ CD-ROM 9781405851374 

Cased w/ CD-ROM 9781405851367

Longman Handy Learner’s  
Dictionary of American English

This handy dictionary is for students who need quick and easy 
reference to American words and phrases.

• 28,000 words and phrases

• Easy to carry with hard-wearing cover

Language
American English

Paper 9780582364721 
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Longman Language Activator

Includes 100,000 words, phrases and examples. 

Longman Activators™ help students develop their vocabulary by taking 
using keywords and basic ideas to guide them to exactly the right word 
or phrase they need for a particular context or situation - guaranteeing 
natural sounding English.

Language
American English

British English

Paper 9780582419520 

Cased 9780582415485

Longman Mini English Dictionary

An easy-to-carry mini-dictionary that helps students understand  
12,000 words and phrases, with simple definitions, illustrations and 
example sentences.

• Up-to-date vocabulary

• Over 12,000 words and phrases

• Usage notes based on evidence from the Longman Learner’s Corpus

• Natural example sentences

• Over 300 illustrations

Language
British English

Paper 9780582438484 

Longman Study Dictionary of American English

For students who want to improve their English and build vocabulary, 
this dictionary provides appropriate language support to develop 
word understanding. The Longman Study Dictionary helps students 
transform basic language to more precise communication.

•  46,000 words, phrases, and meanings, including the full list  
from the Academic Word List.

• 20,000 corpus-based example sentences.

•  Integrated word family, thesaurus, grammar,  
and usage boxes help increase word knowledge.

• Print dictionary also includes online access. 

www.longmandictionariesUSA.com

Language
American English

Paper 9781408245316

Paper & online access 9781408245323 

Hardcover 9781408245293

Hardcover & online access 9781408245309

Longman Thesaurus of American English

The Longman Thesaurus of American English helps students expand 
their vocabulary from 2,000 basic words to over 12,000 synonyms. 
Unlike a traditional thesaurus, this resource clearly explains the 
difference between terms that have similar meanings, and provides 
example sentences for every word.

•  Explains more than 12,000 words, including academic  
and topic words.

• More than 17,000 example sentences show words in context.

•  Synonym check boxes, grammar notes, and an Academic Writing 
Guide help students improve the quality of their writing.

www.longmandictionariesUSA.com

Language
American English

British English

Paper w/ PIN code 9781408271971

 Online access code 9781408271988 
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Longman WordWise Dictionary

138,000 Words, Phrases & Meanings 

Helps students reach intermediate level faster. With the  
WordWise Dictionary, learners can easily understand the  
differences between words with similar or confusing meanings  
and can easily avoid common mistakes. 

The Longman Memory Coach CD-ROM, with its interactive  
exercises, photos and memory games, helps students learn  
words in a fun and engaging way

Language
American English

British English

Paper w/ CD-ROM 9781405880787

Longman American Idioms Dictionary

Speak English like a native. 

More than 6,000 idioms from spoken and written English, with clear, 
accurate definitions and examples. The unique Idiom Activator® helps 
you choose the right idiom. Also available for iPhone and iPad.

Language
American English

Paper 9780582305755 

Cased 9780582305762 

Longman Business English Dictionary

The ultimate business reference tool - in the classroom and in the 
workplace. The dictionary helps students understand everyday 
business concepts and activities in English. The CD-ROM includes 
interactive practice for BEC and BULATS, and a handy pop-up dictionary 
for checking words when working on the computer

Language
American English

British English

Paper 9781405851381

Paper w/ CD-ROM 9781405852593 

Cased w/ CD-ROM 9781405852609
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Longman Dictionary of Common Errors

Get true insight into the common errors that students make.  
Based entirely on genuine students’ writing, this dictionary  
provides clear methods to avoid and correct errors. Includes  
more than 2,500 entries, special features on key problem areas  
and a glossary of grammatical terms.

Language
British English

Paper 9780582237520 

Longman Dictionary of Language  
Teaching and Applied Linguistics

Specifically written for students of language teaching and applied 
linguistics, it is an indispensable resource for linguistics students. 

Fully revised, this new edition includes revised definitions and  
over 350 new entries. 

Providing straightforward and accessible explanations of difficult  
terms and ideas in applied linguistics, this dictionary offers: 

•  Nearly 3000 detailed entries, from topics such as teaching 
methodology, curriculum development, sociolinguistics,  
syntax and phonetics. 

•  Clear and accurate definitions which assume no prior  
knowledge of the subject matter

•  Helpful diagrammes and tables.

•  Cross references throughout, linking related topics and  
helping to broaden students’ knowledge.

Paper  9781783658503

Language
American English

British English

Longman Essential Activator

Includes 42,000 words, phrases and examples. 

Longman Activators™ help students develop their vocabulary by taking 
using keywords and basic ideas to guide them to exactly the right word 
or phrase they need for a particular context or situation - guaranteeing 
natural sounding English. 

The CD-ROM guides students through all stages of writing an essay, 
with practice and samples, and includes the full contents of the 
Longman Active Study Dictionary.

Language
American English

British English

Paper 9781405815598 

Paper w/ CD-ROM 9781405815680 

Cased w/ CD-ROM 9781405815697

Longman Idioms Dictionary

Speak English like a native. 

More than 6,000 idioms from spoken and written English, with clear, 
accurate definitions and examples. The unique Idiom Activator® helps 
you choose the right idiom. Also available for iPhone and iPad.

Language
British English

Paper 9780582305779 

Cased 9780582305786 

Pocket cased edition 9780582776418
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Bilingual Dictionaries
Longman Bilingual Dictionaries have been written for 
learners of English – giving explanations and specific 
help in the student’s native language. Where available, 
dictionary CD-ROMs include interactive exercises and 
notes to help students avoid mistakes.
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Longman Phrasal Verbs Dictionary

Helps students use language naturally. 

Find more than 3,000 phrasal verbs with clear and easy definitions and 
thousands of examples showing real usage. The dictionary includes the 
unique Phrasal Verbs Activator® section that helps students use more 
precise phrases. 

Also available for iPhone and iPad.

Language
American English

British English

Paper 9780582291829

Cased 9780582291836 

Pocket cased edition 9780582776425

Longman Pronunciation Dictionary

Detailed guidance on more than 225,000 pronunciations. 

This best-seller includes the Pronunciation Coach CD-ROM, allowing 
students to listen to and practice pronunciation in both British and 
American English, plus thousands of exercises for improving knowledge 
of pronunciation and the IPA system.

Language
American English

British English

Paper w/ CD-ROM 9781405881180 

Cased w/ CD-ROM 9781405881173

Language
American English

British English

Longman Diccionario Escolar (Brazil)

Bilingual

Paper  9781408209288

Language
American English

Longman Diccionario Ingles Basico (Latin America)

Bilingual

Paper w/ CD-ROM  9781408269169
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 Longman Diccionario Pocket (Mexico)

Full-colour dictionary for Mexican teenagers and young adults,  
covering the most up-to-date American English.

• 62,000 words, phrases and examples

• 15,000 example sentences, all translated

•  1000 colour photos, picture dictionary,  
phrasebook and grammar section

Language
American English

British English

Paper 9780582511576
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Language
American English

 Longman Diccionario Ingles Basico (Mexico)

Bilingual

Language
American English

British English

Longman Diccionario Pocket (Latin America) 

Bilingual

Language
American English

British English

Longman Diccionario Pocket Plus (Spain)

Bilingual

Paper w/ CD-ROM  9781408215319

Language
American English

British English

Longman Dizionario Compatto (Italy) 

Bilingual

Paper w/ CD-ROM  9780582829176

Language
American English

British English

Longman Latin American Spanish  
Concise Bilingual Dictionary 

Bilingual

Paper w/ CD-ROM  9781405822299
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Language
American English

British English

Longman Slownik Pordreczny (Poland)
Bilingual

Language
American English

British English

Longman Slownik Wspolczesny (Poland)
Bilingual

Paper w/ CD-ROM 9781408284414 

Cased w/ CD-ROM 9781408284407

Language
American English

British English

Longman Spanish Concise  
Bilingual Dictionary (Spain)
Bilingual

Paper w/ CD-ROM 9781405831512 

Longman Children’s Picture Dictionary
Words are brought to life with a colorful mix of photographs  
and illustrations in this theme-based dictionary for young learners.  
The Longman Children’s Picture Dictionary uses fun, child-centered 
scenes to illustrate 800 words, organized into 50 topics complete  
with songs and chants by Carolyn Graham. Engaging, age-appropriate 
themes – from Animal Orchestra to Pirate Ship – provide a clear context 
for learning new words.

Paper w/ CD-ROM  9789620052330Language
American English

Longman Elementary Dictionary and Thesaurus

Perfect for young learners. A unique combination of dictionary and 
thesaurus that is fun and simple for children to use and helps them 
increase vocabulary and become better writers.

Language
American English

Hardcover 9781408225219 

Pedagogical guide 9781408210246 
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Longman Picture Dictionary of American English

This colourful picture dictionary combines clarity with humor to make 
it appealing to primary and lower secondary students. Approximately 
1,500 words are illustrated, with difficult key words contextualised in full 
sentences. Tasks and activities, designed to build vocabulary and train 
children in dictionary and referencing skills, make the dictionary ideal for 
use in the classroom and at home. At the back of the book, there is a list 
of all the words which appear in the dictionary, with page references.

Language
American English

Paper 9780582299818

Language
American English

British English

Longman Picture Dictionary

Paper w/ CD-ROM  9780175564545

Longman Young Children’s Picture Dictionary

The Longman Young Children’s Picture Dictionary presents over 270 
words in a variety of richly illustrated and photographed topics. The 
word list covers key words appropriate for students beginning to learn 
English. The dictionary is specifically designed to appeal to young 
learners aged 2-5 and can be used at home or in class.

Language
American English Paper w/ CD-ROM 9781405880787
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Longman Basic English Dictionary

12,000 Words and phrases for Young Learners. 

A simple and fun introduction to monolingual dictionaries for  
younger learners. With thousands of simple examples, up-to-date 
coverage, easy definitions, fun illustrations, 16 full-colour topic pages 
and Workbook exercises for vocabulary practice, this is the ideal young 
learners’ first dictionary.

Language
British English

Paper 9780582438507

Longman Basic Dictionary of American English

This is the ideal first monolingual dictionary. The Longman Basic 
Dictionary gives clear, understandable definitions for all the words 
beginning students need to know.

• 10,000 words and phrases explained clearly and simply.

• 200 illustrations make the words easy to remember.

• 12-page picture dictionary illustrates words and phrases.

• Usage notes help students avoid frequent writing errors.

Language
American English

British English
Paper 9780582332515 

Longman Photo Dictionary of American English

The Longman Photo Dictionary of American English is a vocabulary 
resource for beginning students that makes learning 3,000 targeted 
words easy. The clear color photographs help students learn words in 
context. The Workbook is an excellent supplement that recycles the 
words from the dictionary to help students use and remember the 
words they are learning.

• 1,000 color photos arranged thematically/contextually.

• 94 topics that are a part of every student’s life.

• Conversation activities cover basic grammar points.

• Pronunciation of all words plus listening activities on CDs.

•  Multilingual edition features full glossary in Spanish,  
Korean, and Vietnamese.

•  Workbook with over 400 exercises and activities cover a  
variety of tasks such as matching, categorizing, completing  
analogies, and creating sentences.

Language
American English

Paper w/audio CDs 9781405827966 

Longman Photo Dictionary of British English

3,500 pictures help students of all ages understand everyday words in 
English. An easy-to-use dictionary, with words grouped into topic areas 
such as food, computers, sports etc. Listen to words on the audio CDs 
and build fluency through class conversations and writing activities 
found on every page.

Language
British English

Paper w/audio CDs 9781408261958 
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